MEMORANDUM – ADDENDUM NO. 1

To: Interested Vendors  
From: Cindy Clack  
Date: 6/1/2018  
Re: RFP2018-31 Vegetation Clearing Services – Hwy 82

To date, the following questions have been submitted for RFP2018-31:

Questions:
1. Can Barrow confirm that the main intent of RFP is that of seeking a pricing proposal for a Vendor willing to pay Barrow for Hay Production rights on the property(ies) listed? Yes that is correct. Or alternatively share the details that would be needed for a “Clearing” and/or Fertilizing of anything other than such a Traditional Management of Existing Hayfields? This would be a Traditional Management of Existing Hayfields.

2. Can one Ride the Hayfield perimeters to get a better feel for apparent job at hand? – or is an arranged Barrow escort needed? - if needed, how best to arrange it? A ride of the fields would not be available at this time. The hush period on this RFP begins Monday and no vendor contact can take place. The ride would require a County escort and due to the submittal of questions right at deadline, time does not permit this to take place.

3. Can Barrow share its Open Records for last few years of this project’s similar contract award terms? - including any available Hay Yield figures, Vendor’s payment to Barrow, etc? The County has no record of the hayfield field yield. However, you may submit an open records request to the County Clerk for payment information.

4. Can Barrow please confirm that Fertilizer and/or Weed Control specs has & will be at discretion of Vendor? - or alternatively can Barrow provide the timing, types, amounts and verification process used to determine proper application spec scrutiny? - if applicable, can previous Vendor’s application specs scrutiny also be shared? Fertilizer and weed control is at the discretion of the vendor. The County does expect the property to look presentable, and no adjacent properties to be affected by any such fertilizer/weed application. No previous vendor application specifications are available.

5. Can Barrow share if a Spring Hay Harvest took place for this property? Also, since Summer Cutting crop demise could result, can Barrow adjust its normal reservation of 120 days for contract award? NO Spring harvest of hay took place. It is the intent of Barrow County to award by July 1, 2018.